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on it. The inspector noted that as the
young male giraffe “grows and
increases in weight it is very likely he
will be able to push this fence down.”
There was also a gap in the fence of an
ungulate enclosure that was big enough
for an animal to get their head or horns
caught in.)
Failing to clean the otter enclosure
(During inspection, the pool had “a
greenish ring around the top of the
water indicating the water had not been
changed recently,” rocks surrounding
the pool had a large amount of black
material that could have been dirt or
feces, and the holding area had dirt that
was wet and packed down, “indicating it
had not been raked or cleaned recently.”
One corner of the holding area had an
accumulation of feces, and there was a
“very strong ammonia odor in this
area.”)
Failing to store food adequately to avoid
contamination (A dog food bag and a
bag of “unidentified substance” were
found to have been torn open. The
facility stated that “it was probably a
[raccoon].”)
Failing to have an effective method to
control a large number of flies in the
food preparation area (The inspector
noted that flies can transmit disease and
in excess numbers can irritate the
animals. The facility was also cited for
failing adequately to clean this area,
where there were open bags of food
sitting on shelves, medications and
cleaning products stored near food, dirty
shelves and floors, and a large amount
of clutter.)

June 15, 2021: The USDA issued Jason
Clay a critical citation at Franklin Drive Thru
Safari for the following issues:
 An aardvark’s tail was missing the tip,
and the attending veterinarian had not
been contacted to diagnose or treat the
animal.





A young giraffe died from an alleged
“twisted gut,” but Clay was unable to
provide any medical records for review
and the attending veterinarian was
unable to be contacted for confirmation.
A pygmy hypo who had recently been
acquired died shortly after arriving. The
attending veterinarian was never
contacted.

Additional citations were issued for the
following issues:
 Failing to produce a formal arrangement
with an attending veterinarian during
inspection
 Failing to maintain adequate acquisition
and disposition records (Over 130
animals’ acquisition records and 73
animals' disposition records were
missing.)
 Failing to keep enclosures in good
repair (The brown spider monkey
enclosure had a wooden den that was in
disrepair, and the housing structure in
the lemur island enclosure was sagging
and showing signs of deterioration and
disrepair.)
 Failing to clean enclosures properly
(The interactive room that housed
various species of lemur had “benches
that were covered in a layer of dark
organic material and excreta. Sections
of the walls and climbing structures had
a film of bedding dust and brown
splashes of the same organic material.”)
 Failing to have direct control over
lemurs when they had contact with the
public to avoid risk of injury to the
animals or the public
 Failing to keep enclosures structurally
sound and in good repair to prevent
injury to the animals (The enclosure
holding two fossas had sections of
wooden branches that were loose or
had fallen down with 1-to-2-inch screws
sticking out of them.)
May 10, 2018: The USDA cited Jason Clay
at Franklin Drive Thru Safari for failing to
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provide a male kangaroo with adequate
veterinary care. The kangaroo had been
declining in health since March 2018, losing
weight and showing little improvement in
response to prior treatment. During
inspection, he was thin with his hip bones
protruding, had little visible muscle mass
and body fat, was reluctant and slow to get
up, and appeared unsteady in a standing
position. The attending veterinarian had not
seen him in three weeks. A second citation
was issued for allowing guinea pigs to have
outdoor access when temperatures
exceeded 85 degrees. The inspector noted
that guinea pigs do not tolerate extreme
temperatures well and are susceptible to
heat stroke.
May 8, 2018: Jason Clay was charged with
felony exploitation of a child, elderly
individual, or disabled individual by the
District Court of Robertson County, Texas.
The grand jury determined that on or about
February 5, 2015, “for monetary or personal
benefit, profit or gain, [Clay] intentionally or
knowingly cause[d] the exploitation of Joe
Sims, a disabled person … by opening [a]
checking account for Joe Sims and making
himself an account co-owner, wherein
$187,501.25 belonging to Joe Sims was
deposited and then … withdrew over
$187,000.00 without Joe Sims’ consent.” A
$10,000 bond was set.
January 10, 2018: The grand jury of the
District Court of Robertson County, Texas,
indicted Jason Clay with felony aggravated
assault causing serious bodily injury in an
incident that occurred on December 29,
2017. Clay, while a customer at Louie’s
Icehouse, assaulted James Brown by
striking him multiple times before and after
Brown became unconscious with his fists
and stomping on him at least twice, causing
severe injuries. A $10,000 bond was set.
January 11, 2017: The USDA issued a
settlement agreement to Jason Clay with a
penalty of $1,750 for the alleged violations

that occurred on the filming of the TV show
Call of the Wildman when "an actor …
caught and threw a sedated zebra to the
ground, causing unnecessary discomfort
and stress."
December 4, 2014: The USDA cited Jason
Clay for failing to have a written program of
veterinary care and for failing to have
records of acquisition and disposition while
exhibiting animals at an event. A third
citation was issued for using clothespins to
close the top of a bag of sweet feed, which
could lead to contamination.
July 8, 2014: The USDA cited Jason Clay
at Franklin Drive Thru Safari for failing to
have a complete written program of
veterinary care. Another citation was issued
for failing to maintain adequate records.
Records of the bottle-fed animals off the
property were not being kept. A third citation
was issued for failing to have an attendant
present at the petting zoo.
February 24, 2014: The USDA cited Jason
Clay at Franklin Drive Thru Safari for
allowing an actor to grab a drugged zebra
and pull the animal to the ground during the
filming of the TV show Call of the Wildman.
The inspector noted that this rough handling
could lead to trauma, behavioral stress,
physical harm, or unnecessary discomfort to
the animal.
December 5, 2013: The USDA cited Jason
Clay for failing to provide the USDA with an
itinerary for exhibiting animals at an event
over several days.
September 3, 2013: The USDA cited Jason
Clay at Franklin Drive Thru Safari for failing
to have records for all of the animals that
were sold or purchased at exotic-animal
auctions. Another citation was issued for
failing to supply enough shelter for all 11
ring-tailed lemurs. The lemurs were housed
in an enclosure that contained only one
shelter box that was “large enough for about
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three animals.” Clay was also cited for
failing to have an adequate public barrier
fence around the spider monkey enclosure
that would restrict physical contact between
the public and the monkey.
August 29, 2012: The USDA cited Jason
Clay at Franklin Drive Thru Safari for
housing rabbits with other species (guinea
pigs, baby capybara, and baby potbellied
pigs). Clay was also cited for failing to have
a written environmental enrichment plan for
primates, including six ring-tailed lemurs,
three spider monkeys, and one black and
white lemur.

